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Disclaimer/s
This is a work of evidence based accusation, investigation and analysis based on evidence and witness
recounts provided to our party/s.
Although we have made every effort to ensure that the information in this media was correct at press
time, the author and publisher do not assume and hereby disclaim any liability to any party for any loss,
damage or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions occurred as a
result of negligence, accident or any other cause.
Significant Fact-Check effort has been attributed to all evidence provided and utilized in this media, with a
severe focus on maintaining simple facts of allegation.
Defence of innocent dissemination (1) It is a defence to the publication of defamatory matter if the
defendant proves that— (a) the defendant published the matter merely in the capacity, or as an employee
or agent, of a subordinate distributor; and (b) the defendant neither knew, nor ought reasonably to have
known, that the matter was defamatory; and (c) the defendant’s lack of knowledge was not due to any
negligence on the part of the defendant.
Defence of contextual truth - It is a defence to the publication of defamatory matter if the defendant
proves that— (a) the matter carried, in addition to the defamatory imputations of which the plaintiff
complains, 1 or more other imputations (contextual imputations) that are substantially true; and (b) the
defamatory imputations do not further harm the reputation of the plaintiff because of the substantial
truth of the contextual imputations.
Although aspects of this media are merited to evidence, certain aspects are based on personal analysis of
any and all party/s identity and character, not merited to any fact, rather based on opinion. Such is not
supposed to be merited to a certainty, rather information which one may take into account on their own
viewpoints.
This media is not a ‘hit piece’ article or a ‘personal attack’, the provided media is the analysis of evidence
in an effort to seek resolution and justice throughout the route of information release.

Overview
Although aspects of this media are merited to evidence, certain aspects are based on personal analysis of any and all party/s identity and character, not merited to any fact,
rather based on opinion. Such is not supposed to be merited to a certainty, rather information which one may take into account on their own viewpoints. The following section is
an opinion piece, not demonstrative of fact.
Fun fact: This isn’t the worst audit Onionz could be subjected to.

ONIONZZZ is an EX manager of DS.
Domination Servers (DS) is a gaming community that holds numerous fundamental
ideologies that all lead back to the main idea, freedom. This is demonstrated in a lot
of the gameplay as, compared to other JB servers, it is very relaxed on behaviour.
Another key factor is also the freedom of speech, and how far it extends in
comparison to other servers in general. You can generally say what you want as
long as there are no serious threats or doxxing.
This document is going to discuss in detail how the core values of Domination
Servers and the Australian Jailbreak culture have been severely breached &
neglected, and how that relates to Onionz. Additionally, the mindset of Onionz and
flaws with his decisions will be discussed and analysed. While Onionz and his
cronies have provided you with piecemeal evidence to support their point, we will
be going the whole hog. We have screenshots, staff chat leaks and more. All of this
is appropriately cited relevant to its’ section via the words that are blue which are
hyperlinked to the piece of evidence in question. Some screenshots of Gada saying
something foolish in a DM or of Hyphen having said something two years ago is
completely irrelevant.

The Delacey Affair
Delacey was a regular KZG player and community member. In 2018 she was 14 turning 15,
and began playing DS MG quite regularly. She became one of the first staff members for
the server. The problem was - she was made staff before she put an app in, and the
decision was based on Shane's discretion as the MG server manager. Several higher ups
had an issue with this. magics, jordjord, turtle, Onionz and Hyphen all voiced concerns, and
were not happy with this decision that was seemingly out of nowhere and not discussed
with them. Shane's defense was that he was managing the server, and he should be able to
pick staff. This was still against our values of the community and the staff process.
A few months later, Delacey was made JB staff. Without a vote, without an app, without a
discussion and without anyone knowing about it until it was too late. Who would do such a
thing? It turns out over those 2 or so months, Delacey grew to become affectionate to a
certain owner. Onionz, without any discussion, decided that Delacey should be a Jailbreak
admin. A player who mainly played minigames and has very little experience even PLAYING
the server, let alone admining it. When asked why this happened, the only response is that
she was good. She got to bypass the core process that everyone has to go through on
jailbreak, because she was just "good". This player, who claimed to be a girl, hardly used a
microphone on the server and hardly played JB, was given staff because she was "good".
This is not the end of the Delacey saga though. Jas, an admin, along with Shane (Delacey's
friend) caught Delacey hacking on an alt account on the server, with Onionz supervising
her. When asked for an explanation, it was first denied, and then kept quiet. A few staff got
together to discuss what had happened, with video and screenshots. These staff included
RetroDawn, magics, Shane, Jester, Jas, Turtle, gracious, Arc, PorkyBear, and jordjord. They
came to the conclusion that she was cheating obviously with Onionz’ permission. This was
unacceptable as she was bunny-hop cheating around, walling and aimbotting, effectively
ruining rounds. It was said that they were "testing" anti-cheat but the abuse by delacey was
still considered unacceptable. Hyphen was focused on the stability of the server and
wanted it to be left as is due to how the allegations seemed. Some of the staff members
listed earlier were threatening to resign unless action was taken. Onionz threatened to take
down the server and doubled-down that it was only testing and he can do what he wants.
He said things such as staff do not deserve respect, he does everything for the server, they
are not entitled to know anything about these issues. Overall this caused more people to
resign when asked due to the demoralising, disrespectful and dismissive attitude towards
the staff team that had a problem with blatant cheating being allowed on the server. The
team lost the staff members Arc, gracious, magics, jordjord and RetroDawn from this
incident. The culture in #staff-chat after they left was skewed in a way that they were seen
as the enemy, that they were liars and were trying to destroy the server. Delacey was later

demoted due to “lying to Onionz about personal things” which we will get to soon. This was
a relief for many as we thought something to this extent would never happen again. Many
were disillusioned from the deceit that came after the resignations.

Delacey’s Demotion
Throughout Delacey’s time on DS after MG, it was obvious what was happening. The same
thing that happened to Candy, Unicorn, tara, Counter and others. This all started with
Delacey. Private calls, locked channels in DS discord, flirting. Delacey was immune from any
wrongdoing (as seen earlier) up until one night. One night, Onionz decided to demote
Delacey and permanently ban her. Got rid of her and silenced her over night. Over the
night and next day many reasons were given by Onionz as to why he would do this to one
of his biggest supporters and friends in the staff team. It began as “She was not telling me
anything about her”, which is creepy to say the least. It devolved as time went on to “She
was a liar” to “It was a girl in her class who is obsessed with [the real] Delacey”. Theories
started being developed, and spread by Onionz, a better word would probably be
“rumours”. You see, throughout DS and Jailbreak history there are always memes and jokes
created about female staff members. The “trap” meme, and it was especially focused on
Delacey due to her voice. She was definitely female, anyone who has spoken to her for
more than one minute can realise that. Her voice was a tad non-typical for your average
female. This meme turned into a venomous rumour that Onionz himself helped accelerate
after he forced her departure. “Delacey is actually a boy in her class who is obsessed with
her.” Anyone who has met Delacey can confirm this as 100% false.
After her departure, things became more relaxed in the staff team as tensions that she
caused eased off. Only recently due to the pedophile memes, jokes and accusations has
Delacey been brought up again. Screenshots of DM’s between Onionz and Delacey began
showing up in the community. It is debatable whether some of these are real or not, as
they have been mixed in with other pedophile memes. Whatever the case, it is pretty clear
Onionz is one creepy guy. Public announcements have been put forward by Manager
Hyphen, discrediting any of these claims, and claiming Delacey is a 17 year old male. This is
an attempt to hide the truth, a poor attempt at that, as anyone who was around back in
2018 on DS or KZG would see it differently.
Whatever actually happened between Onionz and Delacey (or infact any of the other
underaged e-girls) we may never know. What we know for sure is that Onionz is
somewhere on the scale between “A really creepy guy” to “A pedophile”.

The Counter Incident
In April 2020, the player known as “Counter”, who had existed for a long time in the
jailbreak community, was a “Trusted” member of Domination Servers, as he had been for
some time. Known as the guy who once joined a call in which a group were playing a comp
match and began talking to them as if they weren’t focused on something else and, when
he was told to shut the fuck up, mentioned that a “friend” of his had killed himself and that
this had taken a toll on him. Clearly, a shoo-in for staff. Onionz, utilising his IT background,
decided he would stress test Counter by placing him in a call with the jailbreak staff team
and allowing them to berate him for around half an hour. The idea was that Counter’s
unusual mental state was to be tested to see how he reacted to criticism. So, if he didn’t
crack or start manipulating people, he was supposedly good enough for staff. While the
former condition was not satisfied, Onionz had decided that Counter was still fit to trial.
Why could this be? Did Onionz see something in Counter that nobody else could? Perhaps
Counter was simply judged too harshly by the corrupt admins? Unfortunately, this was not
the case. The decision was made primarily to assist someone who, at best, was his mate,
and at worst, was someone who stroked his ego. This was also done to piss off Turtle,
operator at the time, as there was long-standing unfriendliness between the two. Counter’s
trial was, for the most part, uneventful. He passed into mod in a regular period of time. It
was not until early July that the Counter experiment was to come to a close. It began after a
complaint was received as Counter had banned the players “Donk” and “Pantat” for a
month and 2 months respectively for this. This caused an investigation into another recent
ban of Counter’s, which was on Donk (again) for 2 weeks for this. It was clear as day to
every other high-ranking admin at the time that Counter’s behaviour warranted a
demotion. It was remarked that if this was any other mod, they would have been demoted
on the spot. Onionz vehemently denied any wrongdoing by Counter, going on the offensive
for Counter, attacking those who would besmirch him. However, it eventually came to pass,
after seeing that these 3 bans were all considered completely unjustifiable by every other
high-ranking admin, even when giving Counter considerable leeway, Onionz relented and
joined the bandwagon in removing the bans and demoting Counter, but only to trial.
Counter decided ~15 minutes after being demoted that he was going to leave.

The Gada Episode
In December 2019, “Gada”, also previously known as “I’m 13 and vape apple juice”, began his
trial moderator phase. Soon becoming an admin, Gada was one of the better moderators
of the December 2019 intake. However, after becoming an admin, Gada became a much
more vocal member of discourse within the staff chat channels, often butting heads with
higher-ups and becoming a meme for his propensity to argue endlessly with anyone who
would challenge him. This included Onionz, who argued with Gada over many issues right
up until Gada’s departure from staff, especially on the topic of VIP being a pay-to-win
scheme. When Gada left, he began playing as what he called a “normal player”, but what
was in reality a degenerate system of behaviour. After a while of renaming himself
“Jailbreak Staff” on discord, the senior admin team elected to remove Gada’s classic
member role. This vote was started by and actioned by (though not suggested by) Onionz.
Gada’s degenerate behaviour continued, but nothing that warranted any actual
punishment. Onionz decided to start another vote, to “make gada take a break”. Vague
concerns were aired, but the vote went ahead anyway and Gada was made to serve 3
months away from DS without any chance of appeal, and without having broken any rules.
This set a concerning precedent for many higher-ups, but the issue was decided not worthy
of being “the hill to die on”. Gada later would serve another month ban, this time with a
reason, being that he organised players on the server to report the then-admin “Slicer” for
communications abuse, so that he was globally muted by CS:GO. Gada would finally reach
his inevitable conclusion and be permed in January 2021 for ban evading on discord (by
Onionz, of course). Onionz always had a contempt for Gada, as he was one of the few who
wouldn’t immediately acquiesce to his omniscience.

The PorkyBear Business
Porky, a long-standing admin since 2018, is someone who will tell you exactly what he is
thinking. No political positioning or bootlicking, what he says is what he thinks. This did end
up getting him into trouble. The first incident began after Onionz invited people to join him
and his friends in a voice channel with their cameras on. Porky called it gay, Onionz said he
was jealous and that was pretty much the end of that. The second incident occurred after
Porky asked why dash’s ban was being reduced as he thought that dash was a repeat
evader. The conversation then quickly moved to Onionz’ ostensibly impending retirement
(which has still yet to occur). Porky responds to Onionz’ statement that he is an “[incel and a
degen]” by saying that Onionz’ penchant for “[huffing his] own dick on the daily” was “not
healthy”, to which Onionz responds by saying “Thanks for volunteering to retire from staff
Porky”. This came up in staff announcements a minute later. Onionz had this to say after
demoting him.

This had never happened before. One of the highest-ranking admins, demoted for
upsetting someone. This same admin who stood with Onionz during the Delacey affair and
ever since. It is apparent how quickly one can change in the eyes of Onionz. Once Porky
had been demoted, everyone above senior (if you are below head admin, you don’t matter)
had chosen a side (except for chiswell, who retained staff despite being the closest thing to
impartial the staff team has currently). Those who left became the Degen-Incels, a group
who became the target of hate and vitriol for the other group, the Onionz apologists, who
remained on staff and blindly followed the orders of their leader and made arguments in
attempts to justify the continued wrongdoing of the manager in exile. These include the
Keplo nights (Interpreted here by dugglez), in which Incel-Degens micspammed relentlessly
for days on end until finally all the major offenders were banned for a day or two. This
behaviour continued until massyween 2020, when overwhelming micspam and a low
quality and quantity of massies resulted in the consensus that it was the worst massyween
of all time. A period of silence began as the Degenerates kept their shitposting to discord
and stopped their attacks on the server. DS began to calm down as November, December
and January went by uneventfully. In February, things began to heat up again.

Tweets and DMs
A meme arose, complete with screenshots, some fake and others with a less clear lack of
provenance, that Onionz was grooming underage girls (giving them admin and special
treatment) and then getting rid of them when he was tired of them (banning/demoting
them). Regardless of the allegations’ veracity, the fact that Onionz, very much past the age
of majority, was closely associating with people like Yum Candy, Delacey, Tara and Unicorn,
very much not past the age of majority during their times as the object of his attention,
paints a fairly uncomfortable picture. The conflict began with this image being posted
across the DS discord. This greatly upset Onionz and he banned Turtle and Dugglez for
posting the meme on the discord, though these bans were reversed by Chiswell, who
Onionz called the “tryhard head admin”. Luckily for Onionz, he was able to use his backend
access to the server to ban Turtle and Dugglez from the server, so that Chiswell would not
be able to remove it.

Then came the first announcement from Hyphen, which essentially said that perm bans
would be handed out to any who continued this meme, which was based on a false
pretense anyway, as Delacey was, in Hyphen’s reality, “a 17 year old troll from Ipswich who
is a dude”, the last part being completely untrue. This announcement didn’t affect the bans
of Dugglez and Turtle, who were already permed for “spreading harmful content”.
Additionally, although the pair did not know it, they had lost their permissions to post on
the forums. Then, the next day, another announcement arrived, declaring that Delacey was

not demoted for not “sending piccies” to Onionz, but instead for cheating on server 2,
under the guidance of Onionz. While the situation which led to the departure of Magics,
JordJord and RetroDawn was reported with general accuracy, the terms of demotion were
not. Delacey was not demoted for that incident (similar to how Counter wasn’t fully
demoted for his false ctbans), she was in fact demoted some time later for a separate
unrelated incident as discussed earlier. Hyphen goes on to claim that he has “everything to
prove” what he says is true, and yet posts no such evidence, besides a video of the
well-known fact that Delacey cheated.

One may be led to wonder, why would Hyphen go to such lengths to appease someone
who was no longer in a position of authority within the discord? Moreover, why would he
do this given that he has said that he “[hasn’t] cared about jb since 2018”? Well, why
Hyphen would put out 2 announcements over 2 days on a server he doesn’t care about
regarding an issue he thinks would be better dealt with by just “[rolling] with the meme” is
anybody’s guess. However, the reason the other managers and operators care is because,
prepare to be shocked, Onionz still runs the show. This threat was delivered on the Onicord
the day of the meme’s surfacing.

On the day of Hyphen’s 2nd announcement, Onionz continued his offensive. “Choomah”, a
Degen child, was banned from the server and the discord for what appears on the portal as
“[no reason]”, but was in reality from Choomah having a spray that had Onionz’ face on it
(not really defensible). Turtle and Dugglez’s troubles were not over yet either, as Onionz
decided to next tackle their forum perms. The two found that they had both lost
permission to post replies to threads. They hadn’t, however, lost the power to create
threads. So, naturally, Turtle created an unban request. PorkyBear replied to this thread
expressing his support. Onionz presumably became apoplectic as these Degenerate Incels
walked all over his precious forums with their request for absolution. He promptly rectified
the situation by deleting the forum accounts of Turtle, Dugglez, PorkyBear and ChewBaker
(who had not had any JB connection for a very long time), leaving the combined posts of
the 4 members at around 7% of the total posts on the forums.

The day after, part of Onionz’ threat came true, as the forums went down and, at the time
of writing, are still down now. While Magics insists that the “forum server died”, this
explanation does not make sense. First of all, the forums have practically never had
downtime since the forum layout update was pushed at the end of 2019/start of 2020.
Secondly, given that Onionz has spent so much time focusing on the server and banning
and suppressing those who make fun of him, why would he not take a 5 minute break from
being draconian and fix up the forums? It has been 2 days since they went down, and they
show no signs of coming back up. Clearly, Onionz has made the decision to shut down the
forums, perhaps because of his staff’s performance in containing the meme.

Conclusion
“A house divided against itself cannot stand” - Abraham Lincoln
“You cunts want to fuck with me, I’ll fuck back with ya!” - Wolfman
This manager, throughout his time on DS and BG, has manipulated and lied, attempting to
build a network of yes-men while saying that the staff team shouldn’t become a “mates
club”, intentionally exploiting the staff team for the feeling of power and influence. The
actions of Onionz have mortally wounded DS. It has divided the playerbase and the staff
team. Tobiia, a great advocate for unity, has suggested that “Everything was better when
everyone was friends”. While this sentiment is nice, the truth is that there was only blissful
ignorance, rather than things actually being better. The fact of the matter is, these things
have been going on for years, for communities. It is only now that the people of DS are
waking up. It is political intrigue that has crushed many JB communities of the past. For just
one example, it was (in part) the action of Thingv2 of offering the BG community to KZG
behind the backs of everyone else. The rogue manager attempted to betray those he had
worked with for quite some time. Onionz broke away and formed Domination Servers as a
hero for those who had suffered under Thingv2, and unfortunately history has set to
repeat itself. There will be no coup. All of the manager and operators are in the pocket of
Onionz, as he has wisely designed and enforced. The state of DS will continue to
deteriorate, but at what rate is unknown. What is known is that the jailbreak community
hasn’t withstood 8+ iterations and their downfalls by pure luck. Just as they did then, so too
will we do again now.

